MORGAN PLUS FOUR LM62 CELEBRATES SIX
DECADES SINCE MORGAN’S LE MANS WIN
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Morgan Plus Four LM62 commemorates 60 years since Morgan won the 2.0-litre class at the
1962 24 Hours of Le Mans
Limited run of just 62 examples to be built, each with its own numbered plaque
The model features a plethora of bespoke features and included content
Available in Morgan Jet Green or Morgan Tertre Rouge, the colour palette pays tribute to the Le
Mans-winning car and the circuit upon which it was victorious
A hardtop, finished in Heritage White is fitted as standard, marking the first availability of the
feature for a Plus Four
The Plus Four LM62 is available to order now globally, in right- or left-hand drive, with a choice
of manual or automatic transmissions
Prices start at £78,995 in the UK

Malvern, 17 December 2022
The Morgan Motor Company announces the launch of the Plus Four LM62, a model which celebrates
the company’s legendary class win in the 1962 24 Hours of Le Mans. Based on the standard Morgan Plus
Four and limited to just 62 examples, it pays tribute to the Morgan Plus 4 SuperSports – known by its
registration TOK 258 – which took victory in the 2.0-litre class of the gruelling endurance race six
decades ago.
The renowned TOK 258 was finished in dark green, while a particular shade of red was popular on
motorsport Morgan vehicles of the time, and these two colours have inspired the hues available on the
Plus Four LM62. A Heritage White hardtop – just like the one fitted to the famous race car – comes as
standard, marking the first time this item has been available for the model. Further paying homage to the
victorious Morgan is an LM62 graphics pack, which includes roundels with the number ‘29’ – as per TOK
258 – as well as an LM62 rear badge, silver-painted wire wheels, a Le Mans-style fuel filler cap and a
domed rear panel. These touches are complemented by driving spot lights, body-coloured A-pillars, a
black splitter and cowl mesh, polished stoneguard, black mohair sidescreens, a sidescreen bag
embroidered with the LM62 logo, and an active sports exhaust with black tailpipes.
Inside, the model is adorned with an LM62 metal plaque, displaying the car’s unique build number from
its run of 62 examples, along with LM62 laser-engraved black saddle-leather door pulls and headrests
embroidered with the specially designed LM62 graphic. Bespoke satin lacquer rubber mats with black

vinyl edges, painted steering-wheel centre, and a Tawny wood centre-tunnel top and dashboard come
fitted to the LM62 as standard, while heated black leather Comfort Plus seats with horizontal pleating,
perforated seat centres and matching stitch colour, complete with leather wrapped seat backs complete
the interior aesthetic.
To further personalise your Plus Four LM62, options include a soft-top hood, LM62-specific
photographic build record, and an LM62 accessory pack which includes two-eared wheel spinners, a
Moto-Lita steering wheel, headlight tape, and a chrome interior rear-view mirror.

Steve Morris, Chairman and CEO of Morgan Motor Company, said: “The 1962 Le Mans class-winning
Morgan Plus 4 holds a special place in the hearts of Morgan enthusiasts, employees and owners around
the world. It marked one of Morgan’s greatest motorsport achievements, the car covering more than
2,200 miles at an average running speed of almost 94mph, and triumphing – like David vs Goliath – over
our bigger, and better funded, rivals of the time.
“With the Morgan Plus Four LM62, we pay homage to this famous vehicle and incredible moment in
time, 60 years on. Limited to just 62 individually numbered examples, the bespoke touches and enhanced
level of standard specification make these cars an enticing proposition for customers wanting a piece of
Morgan history.”

The Plus Four LM62 is available from Morgan Dealers globally, in left- or right-hand drive, and with the
choice of manual or automatic transmission, the Plus Four LM62 is on sale now. In the UK, it’s priced
from £78,995. For pricing in other regions please consult your local Dealer.
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About Morgan Motor Company:
Morgan Motor Company is a British manufacturer of handcrafted sports cars. Located in Malvern Link, UK.
The world-famous Morgan vehicles offer a unique blend of charisma, quality materials, craftsmanship and
performance. Morgan has been handcrafting coach built traditional British sports cars that are thrilling to
drive and unique within the marketplace since 1909. In March 2019, Investindustrial purchased a majority
share of the company, and by doing so invested in the long-term future of the Morgan Motor Company
building cars in Britain. The Morgan family, along with the senior management team and the wider
workforce, retain a shareholding of the company and work alongside Investindustrial. Morgan produces
around 850 models, of which over 70% is exported. Its model range – comprising of the 3 Wheeler, Plus
Four and Plus Six – is sold through 50 official dealerships in 32 countries.
For further information, please contact James Gilbert:
Email: james.gilbert@morgan-motor.co.uk

